WHERE ARE YOU?

GRAD STUDENT WORK OUTPUT

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

WEEKLY MEETING WITH ADVISOR

HAPPY HOUR

FEEL GUILTY OVER HOME-WORK DUE PREVIOUS WEEK

"MUST SEE" T.V.

"MUST SEE" CONFERENCE IN CANCUN

"MUST SEE" ENERGY DRINK

"MUST SEE" EGO CRUSHED

"MUST SEE" CONSIDER QUITTING PH.D.

"MUST SEE" CLEAN OUT E-MAIL INBOX

"MUST SEE" CATCH UP ON WEB SURFING

"MUST SEE" PERUVIAN SOCCER LEAGUE RESULTS POSTED ON INTERNET

"MUST SEE" ADVISOR DROPS IN UNEXPECTEDLY

"MUST SEE" FANTASIZE HOW MUCH WORK WILL GET DONE THIS WEEK

"Piled Higher and Deeper" by Jorge Cham

www.phdcomics.com